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organic rocks!

You already know the benefits of
living an organic lifestyle. But if you’ve ever felt that you had to
choose between organic and stylish, you’ve got some catching up
to do. A crop of of new designers is combining hip with healthy for
great new products. One innovative northern Californian textile
designer, Harmony Susalla of Harmony Art, is producing such
colorful, nature-inspired textiles (printed with water-based inks
instead of chemical dyes) that
she could start a ready-towear revolution. Our pick this season is the light tote bag
($62) from a young Canadian designer using Harmony
It’s a simple fact that women underArt fabric. The mossy green bag with a soft sea-blue
stand women’s bodies better than men
floral print strip and eye-catching red buttons will add
do—at least when it comes to bras.
a little Boho chic to your daywear or make a great
And that’s the beauty (literally) of
Sassybax, a line of seamless bras
accent to your studio wear. Visit citygirldesigns.ca for
designed by Amanda Horan Kennedy.
ordering information and harmonyart.com to learn more
Using microfiber and Lycra and leavabout the organic-textile revolution. —Alexandra Tallo
ing out uncomfortable underwires,

seamless

liberation

clasps and hooks, this collection lifts
and tucks to create flattering, curvehugging silhouettes. The collection—
racerback, strapless bandeau, tank and
bra form—combats unsightly bulge
and bra lines while accentuating our
assets. The icing on the cake is how
versatile Sassybax are: They take you
from the studio to work to
a night on the town.
Celebrity fans
include Catherine Zeta
Jones, Vanessa
Williams and
Keira Knightley.
Sassybax are sold
at all NeimanMarcus retail
outlets, or visit
sassybax.com for
more information. ($58–$68).
—A.T.
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perfectly charming
Tiffany, schmiffany. Check out the latest in
Pilates accessories with a brandnew jewelry collection from
Core Links. Designed by
Pilates instructor Linda
Moeller and hand-crafted by
artisans, the sterling silver
pieces are wearable representations of Pilates moves. They’re
light enough to wear to class and
stylish enough to dangle at dinner. We
love the charm bracelet ($42 and up). You
can hook up to seven charms onto a skinny chain
that’s as delicate and graceful as the exercises themselves. Browse the entire line of necklaces, bracelets
and earrings at ww.completelyfit4life.com.
–A.A.

